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A t Vernier & Barry, P.C., our focus is family  
law, which allows us to respond quickly and  
expertly to any family matter. We offer expert 

representation in any family law matter, from divorce to 
international child abduction. Our extensive experience  
in family law provides us with the necessary legal  
expertise to achieve our clients’ objectives. It gives us  
a clear understanding of family matters so that we 
can address the needs of our clients with commitment 
and skill, as well as sensitivity and compassion. Every 
member of our firm is very familiar with family law 
matters and is dedicated to serving our clients with 
great competence and sensitivity.

Named Top Lawyer five of the last six years, Attorney 
Ruth Vernier possesses the needed experience and 
expertise in all aspects of the law affecting families. 
Her willingness to be a strong supporter of the 
community and her firm belief in helping families  

in their time of need allows her to bring out the human 
element with each family she works with. It is with this 
foundation that she approaches each case with a 
thorough understanding of the law and a strict eye for 
detail. The firm has the resources to skillfully handle 
the most complex family matters.

The firm has built a powerful network of expert  
accountants, appraisers, investigators, mental health 
professionals, and other experts specializing in  
domestic matters.

At Vernier & Barry, P.C., we are both results – and 
people-oriented. We match experience and expertise 
with strong and personal support to help you through 
even the most complex and difficult family matter.

Family is our focus. Your Family is a Priority 
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The Woodlands, Texas 77380
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